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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF PROCESSES OF

THERMAL MODE FORMATION OF RESERVOIRS

Abstract

In the paper we attempt to create mathematical model by using data on
seasonal variability of resultant heat exchange structure between reservoir and
atmosphere, dependencies of heat flows at the expense of evaporation and con-
vection from stability of water layer of the atmosphere. Necessity of account of
seasonal properties of heat exchange at calculations and prediction of heat mode
of reservoirs specially in the transitive periods (spring-autumn) is shown. It is
established that account of heat flows should be fulfilled allowing for their con-
tribution to the resultant heat exchange in deferent seasons. In heating period
the increase of accuracy of heat exchange determination may be achieved at the
expense of non-stationary property of radiative heat-exchange processes.

Investigation of alternations of natural conditions in hydraulic-engeneering
projects, microclimate forecasting, ecological state of water reservoirs and ambient
territories, solution of nature protection, recreational and other problems require
data on thermal and ice modes of reservoirs. It is known that regularities of for-
mation of thermal mode of reservoirs are closely connected with character of their
heat exchange with ambient space, by means of absorption and radiation of short-
wave and longwave radiation, heat and moisture exchange with atmosphere, heat-
exchange with soil and also with freezing-melting process and heat redistribution in
a reservoir by sea way, flows and turbulent stirring.

Heat energy exchange between a reservoir and atmosphere is realized by the
mechanisms of molecular heat-conductivity, heat convection, evaporation and con-
densation of moisture, radiative heat exchange and also formation and melting off
snow-ice cover.

Resultant heat flow and its components form thermal structure of directly thin
surface layer of water and more powerful active layer of reservoir on which radiative
influx from the sun and atmosphere, wind, motion of aqueous mass, ice formations
affect.

Depending on the optic properties of atmosphere, muddiness and color of water,
length of electromagnetic waves, radiation flow penetrates through water width to
different depth. Here, energy of sun radiation is transformed into molecular kinetic
energy and increases water temperature.

Transfer of latent heat, long-wave radiation and turbulent heat-exchange occur at
reservoir surface. Convective confusion arising in definite seasons of year because of
violation of densities of water stratification in cooling its surface are closely connected
with these processes, and thus these processes are capable to affect on thermic
structure up to the reservoir bottom.

It seems that the most convenient way of consideration of joint actions of such
processes would be separation of influence of each of them on thermal structure of
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the whole reservoir and on each other for comparatively short time interval and sum-
mation of these influences for forecasted period. However, in practice, this method
is not applicable, as there is no possibility to investigate alternation of internal
processes from each factor separately. Therefore, in calculations characteristics of
thermal mode of reservoirs, data on resultant heat flow are usually used. In this
connection for improvement of prediction models it is necessary to develop repre-
sentations on formation of resultant heat flow and its constituents participating in
energy exchange between water ant atmosphere, on the structure of this flow in
different seasons of year.

Description of heat exchange processes of reservoirs with atmosphere is realized
on the base of heat balance equation representing expression of energy preservation
law. There are two modifications of heat balance equation: in the first one - in
conformity to whole active layer of reservoir in which solar radiation is completely
absorbed; in the second one - in conformity to thin layer of water surface. In
this equation from radiating components only long wave radiation balance is taken
into account. Presence of two types of heat balance equations allows to consider
formations of thermal mode in active layer of reservoir and directly on the interface
water-air.

Temperature of active layer of the reservoir of thickness ∆ is formed at the
expense of transformation of solar radiation flow (direct scattered) J + D, infrared
radiation from atmosphere JIR and heat loss for eigen radiation JB. In the reservoir,
each of flows bears significant alternations. If in elementary layer of thickness dz (z
is the depth from top to the depth of reservoir) the flow S alternated for dS, we can
write

dS = −αρ∗Sdz, (1)

where α is absorption coefficient, ρ∗ is water density. Integration of this relation in
the range from z = 0 to z gives:

S (z) = S (0) exp (−αρ∗z) , or S (z) = S (0) exp
(
− z

δ∗

)
, (2)

δ∗ =
1

αρ∗
is depth in which flow decreases in ”e” times in comparison with the flow

S (0) for z = 0.
On the base of energy balance in vertical column of water of height ∆ we can

write:
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z=0
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∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=∆

. (3)

Here ∆ is thickness of active layer of reservoir: c∗ρ, ρ∗ is specific heatcapacity and
density of water; ∆ρ∗Sa is heat in flux at the expense of advection (Sa is advective
heat in flux per water mass unit); cρ1

, ρ is specific heatcapacity and air density; T1,
q is temperature, specific humidity of air; KT , Kq are the coefficients of turbulent
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thermal-conductivity and moisture diffusion; Kw is thermal-conductivity coefficient
in aqueous medium; LΦ is heat of fusion and vaporization,Tw is water temperature.
Direction of heat flow is accepted to be negative. In such a form this equation is a
heat penetration equation written for finite thickness layer.

In equation (3) only most significant components of heat balance are taken into
account. A series of members are ignored, as they are small. So, energy consumed
by water vegetation in oxidation is ˜1% in balance. Friction treat genearted at
dissipation of kinetic energy of water motion rarely achieves the value 0, 7 W/m3

and doesn’t exceed 0, 5%. Heat input at the expense of liquid sediments and its
consumptions for melting of rigid ones are small in summer, in heat balance of
water surface they constitute less than 1%. Heat inflow at the expense of decay
of radioactive materials contained in water constitutes only 2, 5 · 10−5 W/m2. In
summer period heat flow at the bottom is directed to sioil and constitutes 2, 5− 3, 4
W/m2 for mean depth reservoirs. Meanwhile each square meter of earth surface
gets in mean the radiation equal to 240 W/m2. In small transparency and depth
reservoirs that significantly exceed active layer thickness, 70−80% of incoming solar
radiation is absorbed in the layer 1− 2 m.

The equation of heat balance of vertical column of active layer of reservoir, with
regard to simplifications is of the form

±cρρKT
∂T

∂z
± LρKq

∂q

∂z
± c∗ρρ

∗KW
∂Tw

∂z
= ±B. (4)

Here B is radiative balance of active layer of reservoir. In general case B is a
complex time function especially in the availability of cloudness.

Equation of heat balance of small thickness water layer (z → 0) such that
∆
δ∗2

>> 1 and
∆
δ∗3

>> 1, is expressed in the form

±cpρKT
∂T

∂z
± LρKq

∂q

∂z
± c∗ρρ

∗KW
∂T

∂z
= Jef , (5)

where Jef = −JIR + JB is a balance of long-wave radiation (effective radiation).
Equations (4) and (5) are usually used as a boundary condition in investigat-

ing thermal mode of reservoirs and aqueous layer of atmosphere. The considered
heat balance equations are universe relations for investigating interrelations between
different sides of hydrometeorilogical mode in water layer of atmosphere, in active
layer of reservoir and on its surface. Using the expression for intensity of direct solar
radiation J per unit of water surface square:

J =
S0

R2
Pm sinh0, (6)

scattering flow of radiation under cloudless sky conditions

D = a (sinh0)
b (7)

and accepting dependence of albedo from the height for cloudless sky and mean
sea-way conditions in the form:

A =
d

sinh0 + d
, (8)
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we get an expression for solar radiation absorbed by water

Q (1−A) =
(

S0

R2
Pm sinh0 + a (sinh0)

b

) (
1− d

sinh0 + d

)
. (9)

Here S0 is a solar constant representing density of solar radiation flow on upper
boundary of atmosphere, for mean distance from the Sun R the value of S0 equals
1382 W/m2; h0 is Sun’s height on horizon that alternates depending on the geo-
graphical width of time of year (inclination δ), day time-hour angle of the Sun ωt;
sinh0 = sinϕ sin δ + cos ϕ cos δ cos ωt; ω is angular velocity of Earth rotation; P is
transparency coefficient of atmosphere; m is the number of optical masses relative
measure of length of rays in atmosphere (alternates from 1 for h = 900 to 39, 7 for
h0 = 0); a, b are the coefficients that depend on atmosphere transparency: a = a (P ),
b = b (P ); d = 0.04 is empire parameter.

Effective radiation of lakes and reservoirs may be described by using dependence
of its quantity from meteorological conditions of atmosphere’s boundary layer char-
acterized by temperature and moisture of air, cloudness and temperature conditions
on the surface of reservoir:

Jef = 0, 91δT 4
(
0, 41− 0, 05

√
e
)
(1− Cn) + 0, 0034∆T − 0, 0065. (10)

Here T is air temperature, K; e is air moisture, mbar; σ is Stephan Boltzan constant,
σ = 1, 189 · 10−7 kal/

(
sm2 · dayK4

)
; mumerical coefficient 0, 05 mbar−1/2; δ and

numerical coefficient, 0, 41 are dimensionless quantities; ∆T is differnce of reservoir
surface and air; C is a coefficient considering the influence of cloudness, C = 0, 61
for cloudness 10/10 (lower), C = 0, 39 for cloudness 10/10 (upper); n is cloudness.

Heat and moisture flows may be obtained for short time intervals only in conduct-
ing structural changes in aqueous layer with registration time course of pulsations
of velocity U ′, W ′, air temperature T ′ and specific humidity q′ at a fixed point and
calculating mean time values T ′,W ′, q′,W ′.

Intensity of vertical turbulent flows of water stream ignoring molecular transfer
may be expressed as

E = pq′,W ′ ≈ −pkq
∂q

∂z
, (11)

P = cpρT ′,W ′ ≈ −pckT
∂T

∂z
, (12)

where cp is specific heat capacity at constant pressure; ρ is air density; T , q is
temperature and specific humidity of air; T ′, q′ are their pulsation. Specific humidity
of air is connected with absolute expression q = 0, 622 (e/Pa), e is absolute humidity,
g/m3; Pa is atmosphere pressure, mbar; W ′ is vertical component of wind velocity
fluctuations; z is a coordinate vertically upper directed from the surface of reservoir;
kT , kq are turbulent thermal-conductivity and moisture diffusion coefficients, m2/c.

Negative values of the number B0 observed in day light hours in Mingechevir
(June) reservoir justifies on different direction character of heat flows at the expense
of evaporation and convection at this time. Intradaily and seasonal alternations of
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Bowen’s number allows to investigate its dependence from the stratification condi-
tions in near-water layer. As a stability parameter characterized by the Richardson
number, the relation

Ri = − gdΘ/dz

Θ(dU/dz)2
≈ m

(
∆T

U2

)
. (13)

was considered. Here g is gravity force acceleration; Θ is air temperature; m is a
constant. Dimensionless combination

z/L = −zkgP (1− 0, 07/B0)
ρcρU3

∗Tz
, (14)

may serve as a criterion of air flow stability, where U is dynamic velocity; k is
Karman’s constant; Tz is air temperature; g is gravity force acceleration; P is contact
heat exchange. The sign before the right hand of (14) is chosen so that for stable
stratification P < 0 the quantity z/L were positive. Description of stratification
conditions by using both Richardson number and parameter z/L is equivalued.

For unstable temperature stratification Ri < 0 the numbers B0 have negative
values; for stratification close to neutral (weak stability and weak instability) Ri =
±0, 025 the numbers B0 have positive values and by increasing the stability R̃i > 0
the numbers B0 change little (fig.3). In more detailed consideration of this relation
the parameter z/L allowing to take into account the influence of humidity on density
stability, should be used.

Thus, stability conditions in near-water layer are interrelated with turbulent heat
flows at the expense of convection and evaporation. Density stability in near water
layer of atmosphere and near-surface layer of reservoir in cooling period promotes
amplication of heat loss from water surface. In this period, for refinement the
quantities of heat flow more detailed data on turbulent interaction of reservoirs
with atmosphere are necessary.

As characteristic of the resultant flow structure we consider relation of heat flow
of turbulent nature with radiational components of heat exchange. The obtained
data justify on significant alternations of (LE + P ) /B both in the course of day and
in different seasons. So, in heating season relation of heat flows (LE + P ) /B in day
light hours of the day has small values since the quantities of B significantly exceed
LE+P ; (in Mingechevir reservoir) (LE + P ) /B = 0, 10÷0.17. In hours of passage of
radiation balance through zero values of quantities of ratios (LE + P ) /B strongly
increase and for B = 0 they become undetermined. In night time hours of the
day (LE + P ) /B characterizes heat exchange ratio at the expence of evaporation
and convection to effective radiation quantity. Relations (LE + P ) /B for night
period of the day had higher values in comparison with day hours and for the
northern zone constituted 0,31,4 for middle zone +0, 2 ÷ 0, 9, in the southern zone
−0, 8÷−1, 6. Consumption of evaporation heat and heat exchange of convections in
night hours exceeds several times the quantity of effective radiation from the surface.
Evaporation and radiation at night hours are realized at the expense of heat content
of the surface layer of reservoir.
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In autumn period decreasing the radiation balance quantities and increasing the
role of LE+P in heat exchange processes, the period of predominanting influence of
radiative balance on heat exchange, is cancelled. In midday hours the quantities of
relation (LE + P ) /B have higher values in comparison with summer heating. In the
nothern zone in august -september they constitute −0, 33 ÷ −0, 39, in middle zone
−0, 3 ÷ −0, 37, in the southern zone −0, 3 ÷ −0, 4, in night hours −1, 74 ÷ −3, 2;
−2, 0 ÷ −3, 3; −2, 6 ÷ −3, 8, realtively. Negative values of relation (LE + P ) /B

justify on different direction character of heat flows. The reduced data affirm
the increase of turbulent exchange role in reservoir coolings. One of mechanisms
regulating formation of thermal regime and near-water layer in adaptation of heat
state of two media is thermal mode of thin near-surface layer of the reservoir. The
meaning of this layer is in propagation of heat to the depth of reservoir at night
and autumn convection and also in regulation of heat interaction of reservoir with
atmosphere.

Investigations of temperature mode of thin layer water aqueous surface carried
out in lakes and reservoirs showed that its mode is stipulated by turbulent and radia-
tive heat exchange processes on the boundary water-air. Warm, cold and isotermic
layers may be formed depending on the quantity and direction of resultant heat flow.
Seasonal regularities of temperature differences alternations in near-surface layer of
water are similar to formation of thermal modes of reservoirs. So, spring-summer
heating period of reservoirs is favourable for formation of positive values of temper-
ature differences especially in still conditions and weak wind effect in near-surface
zone. Formation of heat layer is explained by significant quantities of solar radiation
absorbed in it and small quantities of heat exchange at the expense of evaporation
and effective radiation detected from water, turbulent flow P is small but is directed
to water. Exceed of heat input on heat losses leads to formation of heat layer.We can
consider formation of heat layer on the surface as sluggshness appearance in thermal
mode of reservoir that promotes weakening of heating at the expense of decrease of
heat exchange by convection and increase of LE and Jef . In summer period, differ-
ences in thermal characteristics of reservoir and atmosphere decrease that promotes
formation of both of positive and negative quantities of temperature differences in
near-surface layer. In autumn period, at intensive cooling of reservoir, cold near-
surface layer promoting weakining of cooling processes of the reservoir, are often
formed. The availability of cold layer on the surface reduces to decrease of evapora-
tion radiation and contact heat exchange. Temperature differences in near-surface
layer may be very significant in this period and compose 2◦ − 5◦C. Probability of
apperance of heat layer is small. Aside effects of modes of thin near-surface layer,
the effect connected with formation of splashes on water surface at great velocities
of wind at the expense of wave destruction,is of the great importance in formation
heat flows at the expense of evaporation and convection. Investigations in ocean
conditions showed that at gales dependencies of heat flows from wind velocity is
of nonlinear character. For calculation of heat and moisture flows on the base of
hydrometeorological information averaged for a decade month calculation of correla-
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tion between meteorological parameters and their dispersions is of great importance.
Ignorance of non-linearity of dependencies of heat flows from meteorological para-
meters may lead to essential errors. To exclude them, correction factors should be
introduced into calculations. Thus, the obtained data on seasonal variability of re-
sultant heat exchange structure between reservoir and atmosphere, dependencies
of heat flows at the expense of evaporation and convection from the stability of
near-water layer of atmosphere justify on necessity of accounting of seasonal singu-
larities of heat exchange processes in calculations and prediction of thermal regime
of reservoirs, especially in transient periods (spring-autumn). Calculations of heat
flows must be fulfilled with regard to their contribution to resultant heat exchange
in different seasons. In heating period increase of accuracy of determination of heat
exchange may be achieved at the expense of non-stationar property of radiative
heatexchange processes or by means of conduction of quickened twenty-four-hour
observations, or by increasing accuracy of determination of radiative balance com-
ponents by using more improved methods allowing to reliably determine radiative
exchange for short intervals of time.

In autumn period, especially, in short period of freezing of reservoir it is nec-
essary to rise the accuracy of calculations of turbulent heat flows at the expense
of evaporation and convection. The results of direct measurings of heat moisture,
impulse flows and hydrometeorological characteristics in near-water layer, profound
notion on air flow transformation in its passing from dryland to reservoir is of great
importance for development of their calculation methods. At calculations of resul-
tant heat flow it is necessary to take into account heat mode of near-surface layer of
reservoir, correlational multipliers in calculation formula for heat flows P and LE,
the effects connected with strong wind. These problems for intrinsic reservoir have
not been studied sufficiently well.
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